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   GEOGRAPHY COVERAGE 

 

 

Geography Subject Coverage 

Human and physical geography/Locational and place knowledge 

 EY KS1 KS2a KS2b 

Weather 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gain first-hand experience of 

different types of weather.  

Respond to hot and cold, 

weather sounds etc through 

sensory exploration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explore different types of 

weather.  

Respond to seasonal changes. 

Begin to choose appropriate 

clothing for the weather 

conditions. 

Use photographs and objects of 

reference to label or record the 

weather. Eg. Spray bottle to 

represent rain, fan for wind etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investigate different types of 

weather.  

Respond to seasonal changes and 

how the weather affects us. Use 

symbols to record the weather in 

class.  

Become aware of the changes in 

the physical environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investigate different types of 

weather.  

Respond to seasonal changes and 

how the weather affects us. Use 

symbols to record the weather in 

class.  

Become aware of and 

communicate the changes in the 

physical environment. 
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Physical 

and human 

features. 

 

Locational 

and place 

knowledge. 

Experience change in their 

immediate surroundings. 

Where is the...? 

 

Explore the space around them- 

indoors and outdoors. 

Begin to observe and find out 

about the features in their 

world. Begin to show likes and 

dislikes of places and features 

that are directly relevant to 

their lives. 

 

*Provide children with the 

opportunity to experience a 

variety of environments. 

Encourage response to sights, 

sounds and smells.  

 

*Give children the opportunity 

to listen to sensory stories 

about their own experiences of 

place and journeys.  

 

*Hiding and finding games 

indoors and outdoors. 

Encourage children to find 

‘hidden’ objects and begin to 

explore their environments. 

 

**Experience immediate 

‘community’. Learning the 

Gain first-hand experience of 

locations which may be directly 

relevant to the life of the child.  

My new classroom, houses, 

shops, beach, park etc. 

Observe and find out about 

their features. Show like or 

dislike of different 

environments and begin to 

communicate why.  

 

Provide children with the 

opportunity to ‘talk about’ an 

environment or place they have 

seen or visited.  

 

Begin to sort and classify 

objects found in different 

places. Eg. Beach and woods. 

 

*Provide a range of ‘small 

world’ play opportunities so 

that children are able to create 

their own environments. 

Explore contrasting 

physical/human features which are 

relevant to the life of the child. 

Town and countryside.  

Become aware of and the changes 

in these environments. 

Identify and describe where places 

are, including their uses.  

 

Improve the environment, 

classroom or area of the school 

grounds. Understand why we get 

rid of rubbish and recycle. Eg. 

Leaving ‘no trace’ at Forest School. 

Participate in environmental care 

activities.   

 

Encourage children to 

communicate about places and the 

features of places that they like 

and dislike. 

Explore and discover physical 

features such as rivers, hills and 

forests.  

Compare the experience to 

contrasting human features of the 

harbour, village or farm. 

Show an awareness of different 

types of buildings and their uses.  

 

Become aware of and 

communicate the changes in the 

physical environment. 

 

Give children the opportunity to 

explore and sort ‘natural’ and 

‘made’ features of an environment. 

 

 

Understand that we can improve 

or harm our environment. Improve 

the environment- classroom or 

areas of school grounds. Eg. 

Leaving ‘no trace’ at Forest School. 

Investigate recycling. 

 

Provide opportunities for children 

to communicate views  on features 

of the environment.  
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names of their peers through 

songs and rhymes. Show 

recognition of people and 

places that are significant to 

them. 
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Geographical skills and fieldwork 

EY KS1 KS2a KS2b 

Begin to associate a familiar place 

(indoors and outdoors) with an 

object of reference, person or 

activity.  

 

Associate new and familiar places 

with objects of reference, 

photographs and then symbols. 

 

Provide children with opportunities 

to find resources that are displayed 

in consistent locations within the 

familiar learning environment.   

 

*Interact with ‘Forest School’ on a 

sensory level .Encourage children to 

explore features such as puddles, 

trees and surfaces such as grass, 

concrete or pebbles. 

 

Associate new and familiar places 

with objects of reference, 

photographs and then symbols. 

 

Begin to independently find their 

way around school and their 

classroom environment.  

 

Respond to some directional 

language to find an object or person.  

 

*Explore ‘Forest School’ on a sensory 

level .Encourage children to explore 

and react to features such as 

puddles, trees and surfaces such as 

grass, concrete or pebbles. Labelling 

what they see. 

 

Associate new and familiar places with 

symbols. 

 

Explore a familiar environment, such 

as ‘Forest School’. Identify some key 

features and recognise them on a 

basic ‘photo’ map.  

Children may use the map to enjoy a 

treasure hunt. 

 

Associate new and familiar places with 

symbols. 

 

 

Experience making and using a 3D map 

adding real materials to represent 

landmarks and features. Eg. A leaf to 

represent a tree. 

Children begin to understand symbols 

as representations on maps and plans. 

 

Observe changes in their environment 

by taking photographs over time. What 

is different? Why?  

 

* Development Matters in the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS).Understanding the World: The world.  

**Development Matters in the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS).Understanding the World: People and communities.  
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Geography P Scales/Hierarchy of skills. 

P1(i) Pupils encounter activities and experiences. They may be passive or resistant. They may show simple reflex responses, for example, startling at sudden noises or movements. Any 

participation is fully prompted. Pupils should be provided with objects of reference to make associations between location and activity.  

P1(ii)  Pupils show emerging awareness of activities and experiences. They may have periods when they appear alert and ready to focus their attention on certain people, events, 

objects or parts of objects, for example, listening to trees moving in a breeze. They may give intermittent reactions, for example, sometimes responding when moving from a 

warm/dark/indoor space to a cool/light/outdoor environment. Pupils should be provided with objects of reference to make associations between location and activity. 

P2(i) Pupils begin to respond consistently to familiar people, events and objects. Pupils should be provided with objects of reference to make associations between location and 

activity. They react to new activities and experiences, for example, splashing their feet in water. They begin to show interest in people, events and objects, for example, briefly 

looking around in different indoor and outdoor environments. They accept and engage in coactive exploration, for example, feeling the textures of different items of clothing. 

P2(ii) Pupils begin to be proactive in their interactions. They communicate consistent preferences and affective responses, for example, giving distinctive responses in different rooms 

around the school. They recognise familiar people, events and objects, for example, showing excitement when meeting the swimming instructor at the pool side. Pupils should 

be provided with objects of reference to make associations between location and activity. The perform actions by trial and improvement, and they remember learnt responses 

over short periods of time, for example, repeatedly patting aromatic plants in the sensory garden. They cooperate with shared exploration and supported participation, for 

example, moving over different outdoor surfaces.   

P3(i) Pupils begin to communicate intentionally. They seek attention through eye contact, gesture or action. They request events or activities, for example, moving over different 

outdoor surfaces. They participate in shared activities with less support. They sustain concentration for short periods. They explore materials in increasingly complex ways and 

observe the results of their actions with interest. They remember learnt responses over more extended periods. 

P3(ii) Pupils use emerging conventional communication and will initiate interactions and activities eg. Greeting familiar people. The learner will respond to options and choices. They 

will actively explore objects and remain interested for short periods. The learner will attempt to solve simple problems. Eg. Pressing the button at a pedestrian crossing on a 

familiar route to the shops. 

P4 The learner will handle artefacts and materials given to them. They will know that certain actions produce predictable results. They will be familiar with various places and people 

and their purpose. 

P5 The learner will consolidate a sense of sense of place and direction. They will show their awareness of significant differences between specific physical/natural and human/made 

features of places. They will answer simple questions about places and people. They will sort and classify objects in terms of simple features and properties. 

P6 The leaner will understand the difference between the physical/natural and human/made features of places. They will use pictures or symbols to show familiar places and what 

they are there for. They will show what they think about different people and environments and answer simple questions about places and people. 

P7 The learner will communicate preferences about the physical/natural and human/made features of places. The learner will begin to use symbols to represent direction. They will 

represent and record key features of a place using models or symbols. They will be aware of their role in caring for their own environment. 

P8 The learner will recognise the physical/natural and human/made features of places. They will use simple geographical language to communicate ideas about various locations, 

functions and roles. They will use resources given to them and own observations to respond to simple questions about places and people.  

The learner will recognise simple symbols or representations on maps and plans. The learner will show some understanding of environmental awareness. They will express their 

views on features of the environment.  

 

QCA (2009) The P scales Level descriptors P1 to P8. 


